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Abstract 

Now-a-days video streaming platforms like YouTube, twitch on-line etc. 

but the downside comes with the quantity of users and big information 

that is been generated through comments, truth essence of technology 

engineering is finding real-life problems. Throughout this project, we 

have a tendency to tend to creating associate algorithmic rule that 

collects and analyses the comments in glorious internet websites like 

Facebook, YouTube and various platforms. We have a tendency to tend 

to perform a sentimental analysis and word frequency over the collected 

information. There square measure some ways that to urge the output 

like internet extensions or an online web site. That the account holders 

will have a firm and clear arrange that viewers ought to expresses with 

relevance the content that is been uploaded by the admin. With the help 

of Python methodology like Scraping, the data collected from the 

comments square measure analyzed and final results square measure 

provided. For this project YouTube is been elite as a result of the bottom 

platform for development and aggregation information required as a 

result of it holds the foremost vital shopper or shopper information at 

intervals the kind of channel admins and viewer. 
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1. Introduction 

Natural Language method, or natural language processing 

for temporary, is usually made public as a result of the 

automated manipulation of language, like speech and 

text, by code. language refers to the approach we have a 

tendency to tend to, humans, communicate with each 

other. Namely, speech and text. we have a tendency to 

tend to square measure encircled by text. the last word 

objective of natural language processing is to browse, 

decipher, understand, of the human languages in AN 

passing manner that is valuable. Most natural language 

processing techniques trust machine learning to derive 

which implies from therefore machine learning has 

become one all told rock bottom law of this project.  

I have selected YouTube as surroundings to work on 

as a results of YouTube is go together with video-sharing 

platform headquartered in San Bruno, California. three 

former PayPal employees—Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, 

and Jawed Karim—created the service in Gregorian 

calendar month 2005. 

It creates loads of info that's applicable for the 

algorithmic rule. 
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Human languages 

The main drawback that comes with language is language 

ambiguity. 

Example 

The goat is prepared to eat. 

The higher than example will mean in 2 ways that 

1. The goat is grilled. 

2. Goat itself is prepared to eat food. 

The major issue with this is often laptop or the 

program couldn’t be able to perceive the situation if we 

have a tendency to directly pass the concerning sentence 

while not process it. so methodology of natural language 

processing kicks in to save lots of the day. 

2. Methodology 

Bag of Words 

Bag of words is additionally referred to as as a model 

however, in my opinion its not a model however 

additional that of a technique of to interrupt the sentence 

into individual works that build a pile of words to 

perform sure operations. 

Example 

Sai vamshi could be a smart boy. 

After applying bag of words to the higher than sentence 

than output can be: 

 Sai 

 Vamshi 

 Is 

 A 

 Good 

 Boy 

Tokenization 

Is the method of segmenting running text into sentences 

and words. In essence, it’s the task of cutting a text into 

items referred to as tokens, and at identical time discard 

sure characters, like punctuation. Following our example, 

the results of tokenization would be: 

Example 

Saveetha college of engineering could be a one among 

the best, smart and schools of saveetha university and it's 

Communications Security Establishment, ECE and Mech 

etc as departments. however Communications Security 

Establishment is simply too good! 

After Tokenization 

The tokenization process are repeatedlysuggestivelytricky 

once speaking medical subject text domains that comprise 

several hyphens, parentheses, and alternate punctuation 

marks. 

 

Figure 1: After Tokenization 

Stop Words 

Stop words square measure most typically occurring words in any language that doesn’t contribute something for 

language analysis and process. 
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Figure 2 : Stop Words 

Stemming 

Refers to the method of slicing the tip or the start of 

words with the intention of removing affixes (lexical 

additions to the foundation of the word). 

Affixes that square measure hooked up at the start of 

the word square measure referred to as prefixes (e.g. 

―astro‖ within the word ―astrobiology‖) and also the ones 

hooked up at the tip of the word square measure referred 

to as suffixes (e.g. ―ful‖ within the word ―helpful‖). 

Like, liked, seemingly -> Like 

Kindest, kinder -> kind. 

Lemmatization 

Has the goal of decreasing a phrase to its base type and 

grouping along totally different styles of equal word. For 

instance, verbs in past rectangular measure was gift (e.G. 

―went‖ is modified to ―go‖) and synonyms square 

measure unified (e.G. ―best‖ is modified to ―good‖), 

consequently standardizing phrases with comparable 

aiming to their root. even though it seems closely 

associated with the stemming method, lemmatization uses 

a special approach to succeed in the foundation styles of 

words. 

Topic Modeling 

Is as a way for uncovering hidden systems in sets of texts 

or documents. In essence it clusters texts to get latent 

subjects supported their contents, process person words 

and distribution them values supported their distribution. 

This technique is based at thethat every report includes a 

combination of subjects which each topic includes a 

collection of phrases, which implies that if we will spot 

those hidden subjects we will liberate the which means 

that of our texts. 

Topic modeling is rather beneficial for classifying 

texts, building recommender systems (e.G. to suggest you 

books supported your beyond readings) or maybe police 

investigation trends in on-line publications. 

Reason why ML? why not DL: 

ML stands for machine learning and decilitre stands 

for Deep learning. 

 

Figure 3: Deep Learning 

According to graph on top of we are able to establish 

that performance of deciliter will increase with the rise in 

information. As a paradigm we tend to square measure 

aiming to work with significantly touch of information 

therefore milliliter may be a good match. 

Future Works 

Way forward for this project is attached building a deep 

learning network so the accuracy and performance 

increase’s that lead a good advantage as a result of the 

comments size is dynamic ample comments square 
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measure been denote daily so this sort of situations square 

measure good or Deep learning. 

Due to lack of information and time I even have 

hand-picked to create a millilitre model and building a 

deep learning Network may be a nice leap of 

development. 

3. Conclusion 

I herewith conclude this project will open a replacement 

manner of understanding immense quantity of 

information and cut back and even replace the human 

effort within the field of comments analysis. Comment 

analysis is being a pricey method however with the 

assistance of this project each YouTube will benefit of 

technology and improve their video content, develop their 

channel. 
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